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T he prefix homo- means “same,” and the word root                            
-phon- means “sound.” Homophones are pairs or groups                 
of words that have the same pronunciation but different 

spellings and meanings. They came into existence by chance—
because in English, the same sound can often be spelled by                 
more than one letter or letter combination.  

To English language learners, homophones cause confusion, and 
even educated native speakers mix them up at times. They’re also 
the basis of many puns (plays on words), jokes, and other 
language humor. They come up often in everyday speech as well 
as informal and formal writing. There are probably over 500 pairs 
or groups of commonly-used homophones, so they’re worth 
special attention in language teaching and learning.  

This 44-page Using Homophones, Intermediate Activities & 
Ideas Book tells how to teach/learn homophones in 90 word pairs 
that intermediate language-learners are likely to encounter.  

The suggestions can be applied to the five 36-card Homophone-
Pair Packs available with this book or to any materials that you 
create and produce yourself.  Use as many ideas as fit your 
situation, adapting them to your own education styles and goals. 
Add your own creativity. Above all, be effective and efficient—               
and be sure to enjoy your own teaching and learning!  

TO THE PURCHASER OF THESE HOMOPHONE CARD PACKS AND BOOK: 

 Permission is granted to you to reproduce any or all of                    
the pages in this Activities & Ideas Book for classroom or                  

other educational (non-commercial) use.  
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Why Homophones Exist in English 

IPA 
SYMBOL 
(SOUND) 

LETTERS THAT SPELL THIS 
SOUND 

COMMONUNCOMMON 

EXAMPLES OF HOMOPHONES 
THAT CONTAIN THESE SOUNDS 

WITH DIFFERENT SPELLINGS 
tS ch, tch which, witch  
E e, ea bred, bread; whether, weather 

ey ai, ay, a-e, ei(g)(h), ey  rain, rein, reign; pray, prey 
I i, y Jim, gym; him, hymn 
iy ea, ee, e, ie, ei be, bee; peace, piece 
ay ie, i-e, y(e), igh die. dye; hi, high 
dZ j, g Jim, gym; jeans, genes 
k c, k(e), ck, ch, que cord, chord; click, clique 
ks ks, cks, x tacks, tax; locks, lox 
ow o, o-e, oa, ow, ou, oe road, rode; no, know 
O a, aw, au mall, maul; ball, bawl  

ø,´ u, o, o-e, ou nun, none; won, one 
uW oo, u-e, ew, ui, ue, o(e)  too, to, two; bruise, brews  
aW ou, ow flour, flower  
u $[r] e, ea, i, o, u earn, urn; fir, fur  
s s, sc, c, ce sent, cent, scent 
t t, (e)d past, passed 
S sh, che sheik, chic; cash, cache 
z z(e), s(e) raze, raise; rows, rose 

Sound & Spelling Chart  

Homophones exist because there are several spellings for most 
English sounds. Therefore, two, three, or even four different words 
can have exactly the same pronunciation.  
This Sound & Spelling Chart shows some spelling patterns that 
result in homophones. In the first column is the International 
Phonetic Alphabet symbol for each sound. In the second are  
some of its possible spellings. In the third are word examples.  
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What else is there to know about the spelling of homophones? 

 In a few groups, one word has an apostrophe (‘) and the others 
do not (Examples: I’ll + aisle or isle; we’d + weed). 

 The plurals of some nouns and the third-person singular or past 
tense of some verbs form homophones with other words, such 
as days + daze; sighs + size; ducked + duct; rode + road.  

 Homophones are different from homographs—words spelled 
the same but pronounced differently. For example, does, the 
plural of doe, is a homograph of does, a form of the verb do).  

Here are two more reasons for the large number of homophones in 
the English language: 

 There are many “silent letters”—consonant letters that are 
either part of a vowel sound or that are not pronounced at all.  

 In some words consonant letters are “doubled,” while in their 
homophone matches they are single letters.  

In the following chart are some common silent-letter and doubling 
patterns that appear in homophones:  

IPA 
SYMBOL 
(SOUND) 

LETTERS AND LETTER 
COMBINATIONS—

INCLUDING SILENT LETTERS 

EXAMPLES OF HOMOPHONES 
WITH THESE LETTERS AND 

LETTER COMBINATIONS  
d d, dd ad, add; medal, meddle 

- h (silent h)  air, heir; our, hour 
l, - l, ll, silent l chili, chilly; role, roll; have, 

halve; yoke, yolk 
m m, mb (silent b),                       

mn (silent n)  
clime, climb; plum, plumb; 
him, hymn 

n, - n, nn, gn (silent g);                     
kn (silent k)  

canon, cannon; in, inn; new, 
gnu, knew; not, knot 

r r, rr, wr (silent w) bury, berry; ring, wring 

s s, ss canvas. canvass 

- sl (silent s)  I’ll, isle, aisle 

t t, tt but, butt 

Homophone Sound & Spelling Chart  
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Before playing competitive games with any or all of the Using 
Homophones, Intermediate Card Packs 6-11, you can use                      
the two-sided word-and-picture cards in cooperative learning 
activities. Here are some suggested steps to follow:   

 Mix up and spread out a set or pack of matching homophone 
cards face up (with the words showing) on a surface.                   
Learners match the words that are pronounced the same.    
They pronounce these pairs of homophones aloud. 

 Looking only at the pictures and word definitions on                              
the backs of 9 to 18 pairs of cards, they try to recall                        
the homophones. (The “answers” are on the other side.)  

 Working together, learners make sentences with their pairs                  
of homophone cards: one student creates (says and writes)                 
a sentence with one homophone, and the other makes a 
sentence with the matching word. When they go through                     
the same set or pack of cards again, they try to recall the 
sentences that their partners made. 

 Again using sets or decks of 9  to 18 homophone pairs each, 
learners in pairs or groups say the words and tell what they 
mean. (There are simple definitions and pictures on the                    
backs,  but students may want to look up the words online                   
to learn their other meanings and to see more examples.)  

 With the words in their packs, students can make homophone 
charts like the example on page 6 of this Book. They list the 
homophones in the first column, choose definitions for the 
second, and write corresponding examples in the third. 

 Students make up their own “homophone quizzes” for one 
another. They list sentences that make use of listed words, 
substituting a blank for each homophone. Then they trade 
papers and try to fill in the blanks appropriately.   

 Groups can repeat any of these steps with a set of different 
homophone pairs—up to 27 at a time for advanced students. 

Using the Homophone Decks in 
Cooperative Learning Activities 
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Probably there are other kinds of card games that can be played with packs of 
Homophone Cards. Try using your creativity to adapt the rules of games that 

involve only pairs of cards (instead of sets of four or suits of thirteen).  

S 
ENTENCE OR MEANING PAIRS 
In a more “sedate” game requiring oral communication, all 
homophone cards of a set or pack are dealt out equally.  
Looking at their word faces, players hold their cards in 

their hands, fan-shaped.  They match homophones in their hands and 
remove those cards from play, discarding them on the playing surface. 

The person to the dealer’s left begins by putting any card, face up,                 
on the table—and using the word in a sentence that illustrates its 
meaning.  The next player places the matching homophone card on        
the surface if she has it and makes a sentence—or passes.  As soon   
as someone makes a match, he/she gets another turn—to display the 
first item of a homophone pair on the table and use it in a sentence.                 
The first player to run out of cards is the winner. 

For a more challenging variation, players hold their hands with                         
the definitions of the words toward them. The player to place                        
the first card of any pair on the table puts it face down—with                       
the definition and picture showing. The next player must place                      
the matching definition card on the table or pass, and so on—                      
until one player is rid of all his/her cards.  
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How to Check for Mastery of 
Homophone Meanings and Contexts  

Student progress in the mastery of homophones can and should               
be checked in various ways. As in other areas of vocabulary 
learning, printed quizzes can be effective in assessing language 
acquisition successes and difficulties.  
The second half of this Instruction and Idea Booklet consists of 
reproducible “mastery checks” or “tests” of three kinds: 

C HOOSING HOMOPHONES FOR THE CONTEXT   
 
Pages 14 to 23 contain ninety (90) quiz items—one for                
each homophone pair in the Using Homophones, 

Intermediate Packs 7-11. Each item contains two blanks for 
learners to fill in. Here’s how to use these pages: 

 Reproduce each quiz in a pair of pages: page 14 with page 15,                   
16 with 17, and so on. That way, a “test” covering the words in                     
each Using Homophones, Intermediate Pack 7-11 will appear on                
one side of an 8 1/2 x 11 piece of paper. To save paper, of course,                 
two pages can be copied back to back. Depending on the level                       
of the class, learners can complete two quizzes at a time—or                  
perhaps one quiz in class and the other for homework.  

 Each quiz may be used to prepare for use of the corresponding                      
card pack, as a “mastery check” for those words, or as both.                           
To prevent overload, each one or two could be presented, completed, 
corrected, and reviewed at a separate time from the others.  

 The simplest way to make use of these five separate quizzes is to 
follow given instructions. Reading the context carefully, students                     
fill in the blanks with the two homophones in the appropriate order. 
Alternatively, learners can work in pairs, simply reading aloud the 
words and telling which homophone is meant, the first or the second 
listed, and/or spelling the words aloud. Answers are page 34.  

 For more practice, students can fold back the panels containing the 
homophones and try supplying the missing words as they read aloud. 

 To go “beyond the quiz,” learners can try making sentences of their 
own with these and other pairs of homophones. They can replace                 
the words with blanks for other students to fill in. 
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Homophone Quiz 7 (Mastery Check A-C) 
Permission is granted to the purchaser of this Using Homophones, Intermediate  

Instructions Book to reproduce any or all of these pages for personal or classroom use, 
including the following Homophone Quizzes or Mastery Checks.   

 1/A. ad / 
add 

I need to place a newspaper __________. 
Please ____________ up the costs and 
give me the total.   

2/B. air / 
heir 

Everyone is _____________ to the dirty 
______________ and other pollution left             
by those before us. 

3/C. aisle / 
isle   

I’ll be happy to walk my daughter down 
the _____________ at her wedding.                 
They’ll  honeymoon on a tropical _______. 

4/D. ant / 
aunt 

My ____________ found an insect in                 
picnic food. It was an ____________. 

5/E. ate / 
eight 

I can’t believe I __________  __________ 
hot dogs! My stomach hurts!  

6/F. band / 
banned 

Because of the loud music, the rock 
_____________ was _______________ 
from playing in the park. 

7/G. bare / 
bear 

The leaves are gone. Can a ___________ 
eat berries from ____________ bushes?  

8/H. be /  
bee 

Ouch! A ____________ stung me!                      
Where can that dangerous insect ______?  

INSTRUCTIONS: For each item 1/A-18/R, write the correct 
homophones from the box in the blanks. Then read the items 

aloud, supplying and spelling the missing homophones.  



CARD DECK 7: A-C 
1. ad / add 
2. air / heir 
3. aisle / isle 
4. ant / aunt 
5. ate / eight 
6. band / banned 
7. bare / bear 
8. be / bee 
9. beat / beet 
10. berry / bury 
11. billed / build 
12. blew / blue 
13. board / bored 
14. bough / bow 
15. brake / break 
16. buy /  bye 
17. cell / sell 
18. cent / sent 

CARD DECK 8: C-H 
19. cereal / serial 
20. chilly / chile 
21. clothes / close 
22. coarse / 

course 
23. die / dye 
24. fair / fare 
25. find / fined 
26. fir / fur 
27. flew / flu 
28. flower / flour 
29. for / four 
30. grate / great 

31. groan / grown 
32. guessed / 

guest 
33. hair / hare 
34. hall / haul 
35. halve / have 
36. heal / heel  

CARD DECK 9: H-M 
37. hear / here 
38. high / hi 
39. higher / hire 
40. hymn / him 
41. hoarse / horse 
42. hole / whole  
43. hour / our 
44. knead / need 
45. knew / new 
46. knight / night 
47. knot / not 
48. know / no 
49. lead / led 
50. leak / leek 
51. made / maid 
52. mail / male 
53. main / mane 
54. meat / meet 
CARD DECK 10: N-R 
55. none / nun 
56. one / won 
57. oar / or 
58. oh / owe 
59. pail / pale 

60. pain / pane 
61. pair / pear 
62. peace / piece 
63. peak / peek 
64. plain / plane 
65. pole / poll 
66. reign / rain 
67. raise / rays 
68. read / red 
69. right / write 
70. ring / wring 
71. road / rode 
72. role / roll 
CARD DECK 11: R-W 
73. route / root 
74. sail / sale 
75. scene / seen 
76. sea / see 
77. seam / seem 
78. scent / sent 
79. sew / so 
80. some / sum 
81. son / sun 
82. steal / steel 
83. tacks / tax 
84. tail / tale 
85. their / there 
86. through / 

threw 
87. to / two 
88. toe / tow 
89. waste / waist 
90. weak / week 

Here are the 90 pairs of less common homophones (180 words) 
included in Using Homophones, Intermediate Card Packs 7-11. 

90 Homophone-Pairs Reference List  


